MASKING MAGENTA STYLE
By: Sandy Sandrus
Sjscleverideas@aol.com

Materials Needed
Cardstock
Assorted Cat Eye inkpads
Colored pencils
Post-It Correction & Cover Up Tape
Scotch Restickable Glue Stick
For my project I will use beige cardstock, and the
size of the project will be 6 ½” x 6 ½”. First you
need to mask off the border of the cardstock by using
“Correction & Cover-up Tape by Post-It”. Make a border with the 1/3” wide tape going around
all four sides of the card, then you make another border edging the tape with the first border.
After the second border is down you will now carefully peel away the first border, this will reveal
the cardstock, and will allow you to put color in this area when you do the DTP coloring.
Next decide what images will be used for your project. I choose to use butterflies.
Making the masks: You will need more than one mask of the images. To do this use 20# copy
paper, cut the paper to the size of 3” x 3” and layer them on top of each other. To keep them in
place while cutting use “Restickable Glue Stick” by Scotch and glue each layer together. Stamp
with black ink the image or images you want to be masked. Carefully cut directly on the black
outer line or just to the inside of the outer line of the stamped image. This will help so when you
pick up the mask you will not have a halo left behind on your project. After the masks are cut
you will be able to separate each mask from each other, each mask should have restickable glue
on the back of each of them, this will help the mask to stay in place on the project. If it does not,
apply some “Restickable Glue Stick” to the back.
Stamp the foreground butterfly and mask. Next stamp the other two larger butterflies over or
around the first butterfly and mask each of them. Randomly place the four smaller butterfly
masks on the project (the smaller butterflies will not be stamped on the card). All of these masks
will stay in place while decorating the background. Use the direct to paper technique with
different colors of cat eye inkpads and go all around the project. Randomly stamp other images
and when you think you have enough images stamped you can than peel away each one of the
masks and peel away the border around the card. Use a smaller stamp image and decorate the
border around the edge of the card. I colored the three larger butterflies with colored pencils
Layer on coordinating card stock and you are finished.

